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ADVANCED COMMUNlCATlQNS * R E S E A R C H  AND DEVELOPMENT 
This documc:it constitrrtes a hacdbook on digital 
rnodulatioa and detectien techniques prepred to fulfill 
the requirement described in Faragrapk A(1) of the 
Scope of Work on Contract NAS 8-21078. 
In the preparation of this handbaok, the selection 
of material was based or! known applicability tc the 
evaluation and planning of Saturn V data (command, 
telemetry, etc.) 'iinks, as well 8s on guicelinea 
delineated in  discussions principally with Mr. L. El. 
Malone of the NASAfMarshall .'pace Flight Center. 
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1. AUXILIARV REFERENCE RilATERiAT, 
Basic reference material is compiled in this sect im which will serve 
other sections cf the Hand 3k. 
L A D V A N C E D  COMMUNICATIONS R E S E A R C H  A N D  DE ‘ELOP\AENT- 
1.1 Definitions or’ Time Duration and Bandwidih Czcupancy 
Time duration and bandwidt.h occupancy of a waveform or of a signal 
!c.r noise) process can be defined in a variety of ways, depending on the appli- 
csfiori. Some definitions found useful to date are as follows: 
A. Defkiitionpn Basis of a Threshold Value (Fig. l.l(a)) 
The Gvratior, of a time function may be defined as the ler,gth of 
time outside of which the values of the function never exceed -a FpecLied level. 
Similariy, the bandwidth occupancy of a ti.me function may be defined a s  the 
frequency interval outside of which the amplitudes of its spectral components, 
o r  the magnjhde of its Fourier transform, or  the vultreS cf its tlpowertf spec- 
t ra l  density remain below a specified level. The ch0ic.e of threshold level is 
arbitrary in each case , and is usuz1.J.y .made on the *basis of tkz -equirements 
of a specific applfcation. 
B. Definition on Basis of Maximam Cutoff Eate (Fip. I.l(b)) 
For pulse-shaped waveforms and for R F  signals with pulse-shapec 
envelops, the duratior. of the pulse may be defined as the time separation he - 
tween the points CI maximum slope in the ieaciing and trailing edges. Similarly, 
the bandvijth occupied by a pulse-shaped spectrum may be defineci a s  the sepa- 
ration betvreen the extreme frequencies at  which the final cutoff rates of the 
spectrum attain their maxima. 
C .  Definition on Basis of Percentage gf Fnclosed .- Energy- (i’ig. l .l(c)) 
The time ciuration (or  bandwidth occupancy) of a waveform may be 
defined as the time interval (respectively frequency range) encloshg a sFecif5ei 
fritction @f the t d a l  energy (or  power or mean.*aquare value) of the wavCf0r.m. 
1-1 
Fig., ~ . l ( a )  Definition of duration [or banchvidtli) as separa6on between 
two insfr;nas for €reqwn&es~ oGtside of which €he signal 
(or signal spectrum) frills and remains below a specified level. 
Fig. l,l(b) Definition (of d i ~ ? '  :L' i.mdwidth) as the 
separatio;. baf of masimum 
final cutcf: 2 
b 11* t 
9 
t 
Fig. I.l(c) Definition of duration (or bandwidth) zs the width of the 
time (or frequency) interval that encloses a specifizd 
percentage of total mean-square or  energy of the- signal. 
-. 
Fig. l.l(d) Deftnition (of duration or bandwidth) as twice the radius 
of gyration, T, of the area under the square about the 
centroid. 
Fig. 
------+ 
X 
(e!  Definition as width of rectangle whose height equals the 
peak v d u e  of s 2 (x) and whose area equals total area 
under s%). 
D. Definition as an RMS Quantity (GZ- - a Radius of GyraEon) 
(Fig. P.l(d)l 
For ltsingle-pulse" signals, the 3urafion of the wweform , g{t), 
may be defhed as double the radius of gyration (if  it exists) of the area under 
- 5  integral to exist, and 
the square of the magnitude of the xTareform, about a time instant to passing 
through its centroid: 
This definition yields whzt is sometimes called the " T ~ S  duration". 
It is meaningful only if the iiitegrals exist, and it is particularly wefa1 i€ g(t1 
is a "sbgle-pu2se" signal, as sk t ed  above, or if the various significant seg- 
ments sf g(t1 occur ix reasonably ck~se succession k time. 
In a corresponding riianner, the bandwidth occupancy of g(t) may be 
defined as double the radim of gyration of the area under the squzre of the 
magnitude of IG(w)l , or of the spectral density function S (01, about a fre- 
quency passing through its centroid, provided the various significant segments 
G€ 1 G ( ~ I  I or of s occur either contiguously or  in reasonably close succes- 
sion in o. This is sometimes called the "rms badwidth. I t  
2 
g 
f2 
E. Definition on Basis of "Noise Bandwidth" Concept, or as the 
- Width of a Rectangular of Equivalent Area (Fig. l.l{e)i 
For a signal g(t) with a Fourier transform G(o), duration o r  
bandwidth occvipancyt ivith AY denoting either, may formally- be defined by 
9-4 - ADVANCED COMMUNOCAT'IONS R E S E A i i t i i  A N D  DEVELOPMENT- 
either case, s(x)/s 
is rewrittrn in the form 
is a "norrfialized" form of s(x). If the &ove equation m 
we recognize that Ax as &filed here has the significance of the width of the 
2 
. rectangle of height s t h ~ t  encloses an area equal to the area under tb.e sy-Jart m 
of the magnitude of efx). 
In terms of the "+wer" spectral. density funci5ir.a S (f), the equivdeilf 
g 
area rectangular bandwidth occupancy of the signal prscess is defined as 
(Bandwidth) = $" [ S  ( f ) / S  if )] a, Hz 
-a g g m  
Bandwidth defined the abcrve manner -- particularly when applied t c  
linear filiers -- is often called the "noise bandwidth. I' 
1.2 Characteristics of Some Pulse Waveforms 
A nwnber of pulse waveforms and their mathematical expressions and 
Fourier transforms are  listed in Table 1.1. Plots of the waveforms and their 
Fourier transforms are  also superimposed i n  Figs. 1.2 and 1.3 to facilitate 
cunapwisons. 
Plots of integrated spectral density and integrated squares of the 
various wave€orms are  presented in Figs. 1.4 and 1.5. 
Xn binary transmission with equi-probable symbols each cf duration 
t sec, l/t  gives the bit rate in bits per sec (bps). The bandwidth occupied 
by the signal, o r  provided in the design of transmission filters,- is then fre- 
quently measured or stated in units of l / t  (I. e., as a multiple or fractionof 
the bit x .:e). The markings on the horizontal scale in Fig. 1.4 cm. 5e inter- 
preted as s"Lating bandwidth values in units of the bit rate, when these plots 
a r e  applied to binary transmission with equi-probable selections of pulses of 
the shapes considered in the plots. 
d d 
d 
1-6 
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1.0 2.0 3.c 
R- 4229 
- -  . 
Fig. 1.4 Plots of percent of total pulse erl-.rgy enclosed within 
a frequency range' of 3L(f/2)Hz about the center of the 
spectral density function, for various pulses nominally 
restricted to within a time interval of t sec. d 
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2.1 Basic Mathematical Formulas -
In  a p h x e  shift keyed (PSI0 modulation system, a quantized baseband 
signal is modulated onto a carrier using one discrete phase of the car r ie r  for 
each baseband level. In binary PSI<, +'- car r ie r  phases reprccenting the Rvo 
possible symbols may differ by m y  t sired fixed amount. In phase-revercal 
keying (PRIO, the phases representing the two different hinary symbols differ 
by n rad. 
If #(t) = phase modulation by binary sequence 
where e rect 
can be expressed as 
(t) is any sequenc of + I t s  and - I t s ,  then the Sinary PSI< signal 
A phasor representation of this signal is shown in Fig. "L.1. The spectrum of 
e(t) then consists of a discrete component at w , wit5 the spectru-m of e (t) 
centered around it. If A$ = n /2 ,  the carrier component in e(t) vanishes. and 
the signal becomes er-cirely a PRM (phase revexsal modulated) o r  PRK (keyed) 
signal. Such a signal is also a form of DSBSC signal in quadrature with its 
c rect 
virtual carrier reference. 
Fo r  a binary sequence of equiprobable rectangular symbol wavefcrins 
denoted s(t) and - s ( ' :  and having a "power" spectral density function S (f), the 
positive-frequency half of the "power" spectral density, function of the modulate 
signal, e(t), is directly proportional to 
s 
1 2 1 2  - cos (A$)u (f - f ) + -  s i n  ( A $ ) S  (f - f ) 
4 0 c 4  S c 
where uo(f - fc)  is a unit impulse at f = f . 
given of S ( f )  for three different s(t) waveforms of wide practical interest in PRK, 
namely, a rectangular pulse of duration T, a split-phase rectangular pulse of 
duration T, and a sine pulse of duration T. 
In Fig. 2.2, illustrations a re  
c 
s 
2-1  
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PRK Component 
sin ( A  4) 
Carr ie r  
Corrooaen t 
R-4269 
c o s m  
I 
O"\ \ .J-n+ I 
\ 
I - s in  (A+) 
I 
Fig. 2.1. Phasor diagram of binary PSI< 
-3Q -2-0 -1-0 0 1-0 m31: 
f i  - 
( Q 1 Peciongular Pulse 
-1 
f b] Split 
-x0 -20 -1.0 2.0 3.9 
fT 
- phose Rectongular Pulse 
0.37 * 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
f r  ---& 
.- 
Fig. 2.2 Spectral density functions of three symhol wave- 
f ~ r m s  widc,;y used in binary systems. 
2.2 
2.2.1 Phase Reversal K e y i q  
-- Generation of Binary PSK 
- 
A binary PSI< signal may be generated by either of the two schemes 
S ~ Q W ~  in Fig, 2.3. 
pulses of (scaled) valw +I 0’3’ -1. In the first scheme, shown functionally in 
Fig. 2.3, the carr ier  is Sed i n t ~  a phase modulator where a value af +1 from 
the modulating signal s’hifts it in phase +- and a -1 shifts it --. 
The modulating sigr.al is assumed to be a sequence of 
R ‘IT 
2 2 
In the second scheme, the outpct of a single carrier source is made 
available at two phases that differ by x rad. 
gates 
the opposite phase. The two gate outputs, when s-wuned, 2orm the PSI< signal. 
A +1 from the -modulating signal 
the car r ie r  in one phase, while an inverted -1 gates on the car r ie r  in 
2.2.2 Phase Referexe Transmission 
Since OFLC wn only measme rehtive phase* it is always necessary to 
have a refereact bo demoddate a pbse-m&uPateti Q$M) signal. Thi3 reference 
is ideally the carrier. Hcjwever, €here is no carrier csmpene~t present -h a pwe  
phase-reversal modulated signal. %%e carrier may be 1-ecovered from the 
msd:f?zlatim (see Sec, 2.3‘11 or E pilot tons [such 3s 8 sand1 carrier component, 
OX- a coherent’ly related s5de cctrnpsnelat) may be trmsmit#ed. The pilot tone 
should preferably be at a frequericy where the spectrzl density of the PRK sig- 
nal is aerc or megli@blc, othenwise tnterfesence from the data modulation with 
the pilot tone may not be reducible tu negligible Ievels in the reference estrac- 
tion ,process at the receives, With split-phase symbol waveformso Figs. 2.2Cb) 
and 2.2(c) show L%at suitable frequencies for a pilot tone a r e  the subcarrier (or 
carr ier)  frequency itself and. frequencies differing from it by even inultiples of 
the bit rate, 
entire bit dtaration, Pig.2.2Ca) shows that the resulting spectral density attains B 
peak at the: subcarrier (m carrier) frequency but is suitably low aroturd frequen- 
cies differing from the subcar Tier (or carrier) frequen e:. by integral mulriples of 
For symbol waveforms that maintain the same pdarity over the 
PSK Out Modulcting Signal 
Fig. 2.3 Binary phase shift keyed modulation systems. 
the bit rate. In this latter case, the most convefiient choicc of pilot tone fre- 
quency is often one of the frequencies f f 1/T w h s e  f is the carr ier  or the 
su5carrier frequency and 1/X is the bit rate. 
C CI 
A practicii “midefine to the distribution of signal power between the 
pilot tow a d  the YRK c~fiiponent is to require that thij ratia, X 
power to noise power in  the noise bandwidth, B 
at least ten times the ratio X 
power within the PKK symml matched filter bandwidth, B 
of referencc ref’ 
of tile reference e&ractor bc 
of the power in the PRK component to the noise 
ref 
I 
PRK 
Thus, if we let 
mf’ 
= ave. power in reference 
= ave. power in PRK compnent 
5- e€ 
and 
then setting 
yields 
%€tK - 
Xf-ef * loxpRI( 
‘ref ’*%ef/Emf’ ppm 
For example, if B = 2 W, and B 
Id ref = 2 Hz, then the recommmdtzd criterion 
for power division is P IP 2 10’2. ref* PRK 
It is usually desirable that fc be some harmonic of I/T, and that the bi 
sequence be coherenfly related to the suhc-wrier (or carrier)  in order tc~ facDi- 
tate bit s;).nchronization (i. e., proper Oimfnr; and phasing of bit detection 
processes). 
Functional block diagrams for genersting PSK with a pilot tone &e 
given in Fig. 2.4. 
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Doto 
P 
PSK -t 
Pilot TOW 
out 
I 
[ o 1 Bit rate noncoherent wi th  carrier 
PSK + 
Pilot Tone 
o u t  
----------01xn 
. . I  I -  
L,,J 
( b ) Bit rate coherent with carrier 
PSK -E + Pilot Tone 
out 
R-3507 
( c 
used in Gemini and Apollo US8 command links. 
Special cose with pilot tone of the type 
Fig. 2.4 Techniques for generating binary 
PSI< with a pilot tone. 
2 -7 
2.3 Detection of Binary PSK 
2.3.1 Re€erence Carrier R e c o v s  
Demodulation of PSK requires the use of a phase reference with which 
to compare the incorning signal phase during each bit interval and a synchro- 
nizing signal for proper timing and phasing of the examination of each bit symbol 
If no pilot tone was transmitted, the carrier may be recovered from a PSI< 
signal by the technique illustrated in  Fig. 2.5(a). It should be observed that 
the phase of the reference signal at the output of the frequency divider is 
ambiguous by T rad. This ambiguity remains constant over any time interval 
over which uninterrupted sykhronization is maintained. The constant ambi- 
guity of a rad may then be removed by other means {see Sec. 2.5). 
If 2 pilot tone was sent, it is first recovered by frequency selective o r  
phase-locked Eiltering as shown in Fig. 2.5(b). Unambigiicus re€erence may ther 
be synthesiz& iz3m the pilot tone. 
2.3.2 Recovery of Binary Sequence 
For a rectangular dc pulse of duration T, the matched filter should 
have an impulse response identical to the pulse. The output of the filter is then 
the convoluiion of two rectangular pukes, i. e, a triangular pulse whose base 
duration is 2T. Therefore, matched-filter (or cross-correlation) detection of 
a rectangular pulse is ideally equivalent to integration of the incoming signal 
plus noise over the duration of the symbo1.waveform. The synchronized sarn- 
pling instant should coincide with -the peak of the triangle. Since the binary 
symbol waveforms differ only in polarity, detection of each may be achieved by 
performing one integration over an interval of one symbol duration, T, and 
testing the result to determine if it is positive or negative. 
tion is performed in the detector given by the block diagram of Fig. 2.6(a). The 
lacall> generated replica of the carr ier  reference is multiplied by the received 
This exact opera- 
signal in the phase detector. I t  The integrate-and-dump circuit performs the 
integration from 0 to T and clears the integrator output at. the end of the symbol 
2-8 
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I 
+cos wc t 
or 
-cos w, t 
I - 
Carrier 
Reference 
Selector Freq. 
of Componeirr * Divider - Square - low 
Device 
1 
at 2 t  rodlsec bv 2 
A - 
N 
T f, = - c 
- .  
Ca ri ier 
Reference 
{ b 1 Qerivotion of carrier ( or subcarrier ) reference from 
Q pilot tone coherent with bit- clock 
Carrier 
Reference 
( c  1 Derivation of carrier ( or subcarrier 1 reference from 
u pilot tone non-coherent w i th  bit-clock 
PSK + 
Selector 0: 
Car r i er 
Pilot Pilot a  fc/? Tone l--------{zl- Reference 
R - 4238 
( d ]  Special case with pilot tone of the type used in the 
. Gemini and Apollo USB command links 
Fig. 2.5 Carrier ior subcarrier) reference 
.recovery techniques. 
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interval in preparation for the next integration in the sequence. On command 
from the bit synchronizer, the "sample, threshold compare, and hold" circuit 
samples the integrate-and-dump circuit output at the peak of the ramp just 
prior to the dump operation, compares it with some threshdd (usually zero 
wlts?, and if  it finds it greater pits out a 1, if less a 0, and it holds this output 
until the next 'tsamplel' command. 
commanded to dump its current contents and begin integrating over the next 
symbol interval. In order to generate the sample and dump commands at 
precisely the correct time, the bit rate must be recovered. This is done by 
the bit rate multivibrator, synchronized by. the phase detector output. 
The integrate-aild-dump circuit is then 
The integration operation is usually approximated by the action of a 
lowpass filter. If the filter used is characterized by a single (s-plane) pole at 
s = -&, then the closer 01 is to zero the better the filter will  approximate an 
ideal integrator. In practical terms, the larger the filter time constant, l/a, 
is relative to the integration interval T, the better the approximation to the 
ideal integrator. 
measure of the degradation in performance relative to the ideal integrator 
caused by a nonzero p.:oduct, aT, is given by expressing the signal-to-noise 
ratio in the integrate-and-dump output at the decision instant in the form 
In an integrate-and-dump circuit using such a filter, a 
where 2E/N is the signal-to-noise ratio if an exact matched filter (i. e. , an 
ideal {ntegrator) was used, and f(aT) 5; 1 is a degradation factor that equals 
unity only for the ideal integrator. For a lowpass filter characterized by a 
0 
single pole a t  s = -CY (e. g., an RC filter witha! = l/RC), 
This function is plotted in Fig. 2. t .  
2-11 
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R-3277 
Fig. 2.5' Performance degradation factor versus aT, for 
integrate - and -dump detector, resulting from 
approximating integration from 0 to T by a 
single-pole filter (with damping factor a) whose 
output is dumped at t = T. 
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r- A$*M 
Best 
Achievable 
As an alternate to the integrate- (or lowpaas filter) and dump function 
of Fig. 2.6(a), But 
because the noise is now integrated from -m to T (rather than for 0 to T as in 
the case of integrate-and-dump), the output S/iY ratio at the sampling instant 
be c orne s 
undumpec! lowpass filter may be used as in Fig. 2.6(b). 
Filter with Simple 
Pole at s = -a 
Filter with Second- 
order Pole at s = -cy 
Dumped I Undimped Dumped Undumped 
0 dB -0.9 dB -0.3 dB -0.7 d S  
aT= 0 tuT = 1/25 a T  = 2.3 ~T = 3.2 
-_L 
In the limit as  a! -0 0 this S IN ratic goes to zero in contrast to the dump c2se 
where the SNR approached a ma.xirnum zt a! = 0. The maximum of the 
bracketted term above is found ta occur ataT = 1.25. The corresponding rnax- 
imum S/N ratio is 
2E 
= 0.81 - 
0 
( t )o ,  max N 
which is 0.9 dB down from the optimum. Thus, for the Eondump case the optimun 
time constant of a single-pole filter ;s l / a  = 0.8T. 
When the filter autput is & quenched or dumped prior to the next 
integration, the single-pole filter is not the best choice. Optimum filter band- 
widths and correspon.ding best performance (relative to the optimum matched 
filter) for lowpass filters with simple and second-order poles at s = -a in 
dumped and undumperl operations a re  given in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 
SNR PerformLilce Relative to Opiiinum for Two Tyl;es 
of LQWPSS Filter Approximation to the Ideal IntLgrator 
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In subsequent functional c'iagrams the remainder of this Handbook, 
wherever a block marked decision circuits'' appezrs it will mean either of tbe 
combinations enclosed within a dzsh-ed bos in Figs. 2.6(a) and (b). 
In an alternate detectimi technique, shown i n  Fig. 2.6(c), the integration 
is periormed by a bandpass filter, In this apprcach, the carr ier  and the bit rate 
a re  combined to ger,erate a gate when the bandpass filter output is both of proper 
phase and maximum amplitude. The bandpass filter otltput and relative position 
of the gate a re  illustrated in Fig. 2.8ia) for a single "mark" and in Fig. Z.S(b) 
for a single "space". 
comparison and hold circuit compares it with zero, if greater displays a "1" 
and if less displays a 
appears. 
2.3.3 
Whenever an output appears from the gat<:- the thresh(\.: 
11 1 1  0 , and i t  holds tile display until the next gate o7Jtput 
Binary PSK Demodulation by the IQ (or Costas) Technique 
This technique applies to ordinary AM, double sideband suppressed 
currier (DSBSC), low deviation #M, and PSK. A block diagran is given in Fig. 
2.9. The method of operation is as follows: The PSK signal (without a pilot 
tone, say) is applieZ at so that 
.. -- 
@ = cos [w  t +W)] , $0) = f - r / 2  
C 
Under proper operating cor?ditions, the VCO tracks the carr ier  with some phase 
e r ro r  fi s o  that e' 
9 = cos(0 t -I- Q 1 
C e 
A phase shift cf .- i i12 resu? . s in 
Multqilication of 0 by' @ and @ 
out) 
yields ;neglecting scale factors through- 
(5-J = cos [ 2 w  t f $(t) 4- $?5 3 - sin [d(t) - $?5 3 
@ = sin [ Z W  t f $ ( t )  3- p ] f cos [$(t) - $5 3 
C e e 
C e e 
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Gate 
_ .  .-- 
/ 
PSK 
In 3 
Binary 
QU t 
_--  R -35E 
Fig. 2.9 The IQ, or Costas, FSK detector. 
@ = -  s in2+ N N -  ZQ 
e .  e 
- _  
If €he frequency contraL input tcr the VCB is such that F. negative voltage will 
i r /Z rad. This is as would be expected since without a pilot tone one cannot tell 
which phase is "mark" and which phase is "space". If we change the sign of 
either the z/2 phase shifter or the VCO input, these two stable states are re- 
placed by ?wo otheys: the VCO in phase with the ''mark'' or in phase with the 
space". This is easily seen by rewriting 9 Ct) as (*" and repeatkg the above I1  
0 
w-iplysis. If both the x / 2  and VCO input signs a re  changed, the original stable 
states are regained, 
T'fae demodulated output may be taken directly from the lowpass filter 
outputs. E x d n h g  the signals at @ and 9 we see that {assuming 4 K<z/ '2)  
go:: the bet of signs chosen for t ~ ~ e  andysis, t~ic signal at @ wisl give the 
desired output. ~t @, cos (&tlp/2) = 0. E the other set of signs were chosen, 
the output sbrrld be taken €ram@. This is indicated €unctionally by the dotted 
E B ~  on the block diagram. The functional block marked "decision circuits, 
wMch array have either of the forms indicated in  Figs. 2.6(a) and 2.6(b), com- 
pletes the detection scheme. 
2.3.4 
e 
Dif€:'erentidly Coherent Binary PSK Detection -- 
In dSerentidly coherent PSK detection (denoted DCTSK), the phase of 
the sfgnd In a current bit iraterval is compared with the phase in the interval 
just preceding. This approach is sirnfrler to implexent than the others bit its 
perfurmace in the presence of noise i s  inferior because the reference ernphye 
i s  as noisy 2s the Wormation carrying compnent Itself., 
A funciona~ block dfagram is given in Pig. 2.30. The last bit is simply 
delayed one bit-width., T, and compared with the curren? bit in a mixer or phasr 
eletectcsr. No carrier recovery or pilot %one is necessary. __ - 
Note that this detector does not determine whether a mark or space 
e)cc~rreci, but rather whether a ehange or transition occurred between 1 and 0 
or vice versa. This i s  called transftiion detection. Basically, in transition 
enmding, a mark (my) ts  transforxed to 8 transition and a space to no transi- 
tion. It? the differentidly coherent detector, a transition-encoded s ipal  may 
have been generated at the transmitter, in which case the DCPSK detector wil l  ihave the proper output. Alternatively, if straight binary coding is generated at 
the transmitter, the transition-decoded signal may be converted back to straight 
binary at the X P S K  detector, 
PSK Binary 
In Out 
Fig. 2.10 Differentially coherent binary PSI( detector. 
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2.4 PSK Performance in  the Presence of Additive White Gaussian Noise 
Under condibons of perfectly coherent (i. e. perfect synchronization 
and phase reference) matched-filter detection of PSK, the average probability 
of error,  F , is given by 
ec 
where 
Y = 
E is the total energy in the symbol waveform, N is the noise power density per 
Hz, and erfly) is the well-tabulcted e r r o r  function. Howevers for differentially 
coherent PSK detection, the average probability of error, P 
0 
, is given by 
edc 
J -Em* 
= - e  
2 dc e 
P 
Plots of these functims are given in  Fig. 2.11, Mote that for probabilities of 
error in the range from 10 a the degradation of performance in differ- 
entially coherent detection relative to coherent detection is equivalent, to a loss 
of I dB in E/N,. Moreover, for lare E/N,, P 
-4 -6 to 10 
is given approxhately by 
e, 
A comparison of tLis approximation for PeC with the expression for Pede shows 
tRat for E/No large, Ped@ will closely approximate PeC since the exponential 
factor will dominate strongly over l / y  in  determining PeC at large values of y. 
In coherent PSI< detection, when both the data waveform and the refer- 
ence are disturbed equdly by additive gauseian noise, the performance becomes 
2-18 
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bheren t ?S K 
-14 -10 -5 +5 40 +14 
R -2SIS . E/N, indB 
Fig. 2.11 Average probability of error  as a function of the 
ratio (signal energy/noise power density), 
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exactly that of differentially coherent detection. However, this implies equal 
noise power density and noise bandwidths for the reference a s  for the signal. In 
practice, the reference selector wi l l  normally have a much narrower bandwidth 
than the matched filter for the data symbols, and the power in the reference 
(whether transmitted or derived from the data signal) will  be sufficient tc ensure 
that the reference is ,much less  noisy than the signal. 
Genezzdly, the matched-filter detection process including reference 
extractL r, :an be represented by the equivalent functional diagram i n  Fig. 2.12. 
The reference may again be considered to be transmitted either separately in  
terms of a pilot tone (or even some more compli~.. 'sd reference signal; e. g. , a 
pseudo-random sequence) or  to be derivable directly f r o n  ctpe:=Stions on the data 
signal. In either case, if the S/N ratio in the output of t k  rehfrtt'wce fiitep. is 
much larger than that in :he output of the data filter, the performance will  
approximate closely the "coherent" detector performame. When the two S/N 
ratios a re  equivalent, the performame will be that of the differentially coherent 
detector. Plots of average pr-obability of e r r o r  showing the performance in a 
practical example (Apollo USE command link) where a phase-locked loop is used 
to extract the reference are shown in Fig. 2.13. 
- 
output 
PSK 
Signal 
Matched Filter 
for data bits R - 4270 
Fig. 2. JZ General functimal diagram -C;K detector. 
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0 
b-2917 
IL Noisy Reference "Matched 
Filter " OetecOion (DCPSK) 
PLL Reference Correlation 
Detee?ion 
JJI Coherent PSK Detection 
E - dt3 
Ne 
Fig. 2.13 Plots of average probability of errm 
for several PSK detection schemes. 
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2.5 Resolution of 0-1 Ambiguity in Phase-Reversal- 
Keyed Signal Detection 
Unfortunately, there is no characteristic inherent to the transmission 
of a 2hase-reversal modulated sigma1 which readily permits resolution of the 
0-1 ambiguity. Marks and spaces a re  readily detectable, but without additional 
provision it is impossible to tell which is which. The receiver willa in  general, 
lock to the h c o m b g  signal in one of two modes - normal or  inverted. A number 
of solutions exist tkat may be divided into three categories: 
Uninvertible Signal Design, i. e. by use  of some 
auxiliary signal to provide the proper reference, 
bversioa is not allowed tu OCCUP; 
Test-and-Compensate Decoding, i. e. , test to  see 
if inversion has occurred and, if so, compensate; 
and 
Inversion-Independent Coding, i. e. use of a coding 
scheme in which inversion does not matter. 
2.5.1 Un,ivertible Signal Design 
One possible solution is to send a small amount of reference carrier, 
OF a pilot tone, along with the signal. This ra ises  a nurnber of design questions 
regarding the amowt of power necessary in the reference, the allowable sacri- 
fice of power in the signal, and placement in frequency of the reference. These 
are discussed in Sec. 2.2.2. 
‘.lternatively, one may use some phase separation of mark and. space 
0 other than 180 . In principle, by examination of relative phase between bits, 
mark and space can be determined uniquely. From Fig. 2.1, it is clear that 
.the use of phase separation less  than n radlsec i s  equivalent to the addition to 
the phase-reversal keyed signal. 
2.5,2 Test-and-Compensate Decoding 
A second category of PSK binary inversion ambiguity solutions consists 
of‘ determining in some way if inversion has occurred, and, i f  so, compensating 
for it. 
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One possibility is that of sending a prearranged signal (say a burst of 
This wil l  establish the proper phase 
Such a scheme does not increase trans- 
11s) at the beginning of the transmission. 
reference for the information to follow. 
mission time substantially. 
momentary dropout followed by a lcck-up i n  the alternate mode. After any drop- 
out, no matter how short, proper phase must be recc?-?firmcd if this scheme is 
to be used. 
However, neither does it take care of the case of a 
Alternatively, the prearranged reference may be incorporated into 
some information-bearing portion of the signal such as the station address (if 
communication between multiple stations is being utilized) o r  some other pre- 
definably unique parameter of the signal. If station address is U S C ~ ,  the number 
of differeiit addresses will be halved (or the addres? length must be increased b> 
one bit), since each station must now look for both its normal address and its 
complement. 
2.5.3 Inversion-Independent Coding 
- 
A third category of solutions to the binary inversion problem in phc'se 
shift keying is to avoid the problem by the use of a codicg scheme in which 
inversion does not matter. Two such schemes a re  transition encoding, 2nd use 
of an alphabet in which "A" = "A complement. 
reducing the alphabet by one-half for a fixed number of bits. 
The latter has the effect cf 
Transition Encoding 
In transition encoding, the message is first  binary coded i n  some 
standard or desired manner and then further encoded, For each "mark" Q I ~  "1 ,' 
a transition is sent; for each "space" or "0," no tra-nsition is transmitted, A 
trailsition is a shift from a "0" to a ''1" or  vice versz, 
be implemented by the method depicted in  the block diagram of Fig. 2.14. 
Transition er oding ma3 
Each coded bit is compared with a clock pulse in  an "And" gate, and for 
each "l", a complement pulse is sent to a flip-flop. A delay line deiays the 
clock pulse by half a bit width so that the comparison may be made at thc center 
2-24 
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of a maark or space, rather than neai eithel. end. The flip-flop theil exhibits a 
transition for each "mark" and remains unchanged for a "space". Its outptt is 
the tra.nsitIm encoded signal. The decoder compares each bit with the previous 
one in cn Exclusive Or" gate. An "Exclusive Or" gate has an output if either 
inpcc is present but not i f  both are. Its output is a "1" i f  the two consecutive 
h i t s  were drfferent (transition occurred) and. 
I t  
ll I 1  0 i f  they were the same (no trans 
ition). 
decoded by the usual means. 
preceding bit with the current bit, is just a one-stage zhift register consisting 
of two flip-Flaps. 
The original normally coded signal is thus recovered and may now be 
Note that the one-bit delay, used in comparing the 
Since the decoder looks only for the presence o r  absence of a transi- 
tion, either the encoded signal or its complement wi.11 be decoded properly, as 
they both have transitions in the same places. 
fore, has no effect on ,the decoded message. 
there is a double e r ro r  effect. 
presence or  absence of a transition both at i ts  beginning and end. There will, 
in genera?, then be an e r r o r  in two Sits of the norrnklly encoGed message. Ia 
addition, the complete message requires one additional bit, a s  it is impossible 
to tell it  a transition occurred until the beginning of the second bit. The addition 
of this bit, howeve?, causes a negligible increase in the length of any practical 
Inversion in the receiver, there- 
Xswever, with transition encoding 
If one bit i s  errcneously decoded, ii affects tLe 
mess age. 
A = Alphabet 
Another coding scheme independent of phase reversal is the use of a n  
alphabet in which the decoded meaning of any bit group is the same as that of i ts  
complement. For example, the word 01101 would be - - - -  mled exactly the same . 
as the word 10010. :line scheme, and 
could add a significant percentage to the length of the ~ne.s3',,. , especially i f  a 
short word coding i s  being used. 
This in effect adds one bit/wir 
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3.2. Sasic Mathemaiical - Formulas 
. .  - 
which shows that the spectrum of eft) consists of discrete components at oCiAn,  
with She spectrum of e (t) supripposed upon each. rect 
Fbr a binary sequence with equiprobable states, the positive frequency 
hdf of the power spectral density function for FSK with discontinuous phase is 
proportional. to n 
i- 0.20 
\ 
0.- % 
x 
; 0.16 
- 6.12 
* 
0 
E 
v) E 008 
L 
'D 
8 
t i  x 
- p 0.04 
0 
-1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0.d 0 0.d 0.8 1.2 Lri 
Nomalined frequency,dilference from cenrer frequency, ( f-4)T-p 
R -3#S# 
- -  . -  - - -- -. - .  . -  - - v  
~ i g .  3.2 Positive-frequency part of the spectral density 
Puncam for FSK with discontinuous phase. 
8 
where tf 
-1, dwewng for T,$ at each extreme, with t =  0 chosen at a transition f r C . , i  
-1 to 3.1, .Analysis shows that if we write 
It) represents 8 square wave uf period T %9 m that jumps between +1 and 
whwe 6 = Afl/om. Plots of An ve. n w e  given in Fig. 3.3 for various values of 
6. P$ 6 f;a ar. integer, 
The axpresgion for An clearly show8 that the spectrum resulting from 
phase -eont in~~ ,~er iod ic  square- wave rmroduldicn of the carrier frequency has 
the fOp10*w*i2g properties: 
[a) A,L An, fndfcstltrg that the epectrum l a  symmetrical 
abut the mirier ?requsncy, For very large n, An falh 
a off in &ect proywtion to 1/n a 
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(b) Although the spectrum contains components at all 
w f nu , n assuming all integer values between -CO 
and 300, the compnent amplitudes are bounded by 
the sum of two (sinx)/x functions, one centered at 
w = wC 3. An, the other at w = o - An. For small 
values (about 1 or less) of the modulation index 
6 = AS2/wm, the large central humps of the (sinx)/x 
functions overlap to the extent of resulting i n  nearly 
one hiunp centered at the ave, age frequency w 
rad/sec. However, as 5 is increased above unity, 
two hiumps centered at the extreme frequencies begin 
to form. The larger the value s f  6, the greater the 
proportion of signal power that wiU be concentrated 
near the two extreme frequencies w f AQ. 
6 is -? even integero then A = 0 for all. even n 
except n = 16. If 6 is an odd integer, then A = 0 
for all - odd -' n except n = S6. 
integr- I' 6,  A for n = A 6  is 1/2. Each of the corre- n 
reponding terms at o f u 6 = wcf A 0  wil l  thus carry 
114 of the tatd signal power. 
(d) The amplitude fwictiion of the spectral component at 
tRe unrnodulated carrier frequency w rn-c!/sec fa 
c m -  
C 
C 
C 
(e) -- n - 
n 
For either type of 
C r n  
C 
sin@ r/2) 
Q A  /2 A, = 
= 0 ff 8 = even integer. 
For a Mnary sequence with equiprobable states, the posithe-frequency 
half of the pnvver spectral density function for FSK with continuous phase is 
where 
= tone frequencies (rad/sec); 3' % 
T = bit duration; 
and 
"2 - O1 An = 
The general shape of this spectrum depends apun the ratio of the total frequency 
jump f2 - f l  to the bit rate 1 /T; namely, upon 
n = (f2 - f l )  T 
As discussed above, n must be an integer and a minimum of one €or orthogonal 
tones. Figure 3.4 gives the spectra for continuous-phase F§K for values of n 
near one, i. e. n = 0.8,1.0,1.?. Figure 3.5 gives the continuous phase FSK 
spectra for values of n near faur. Note that there aTe no line spectra in  the 
continuous-phase FSK spectrum except for n equal to an integer. 
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3.2 Noncoherent Binary FSK 
The majority of FSM systems are noncohcreni in the sense that i t  is 
either not possible to know the exact phase of the received signal a t  fAe instant 
after a cha Ige from a mark to a space or  vice versa, or such phase information 
is not utilized in  the detection process. The penalty foc not utilizing the phase 
information i n  the detection process frequently does riot justify the added com- 
plexity in the implementation of a ccherent FSK detector, as is brought out in 
Section 3.3. 
S,2,1 GenerLtion of Noncoherent Binary FSK __ 
Two methods that are used extensively for generating FSK sign& a r e  
shown in Fig. 3.6. The modulating signal consjsts of a two-level waveform. If 
this waveform is applied to the frequency cofitrul input of a voltage controlled 
oscil?atsr QVCO), the VCO output is an FSK signal. Alternatively, the modulat- 
ing signal may be used l o  gate two separate fixed-frequency oscillators. The 
two gate outputs are then combined to give the FFX sign& 
The two oscillators o r  the two VCO output frequencies may be at the 
desired frequency of transmission. M.ore oftex, however, the FSK form is 
generated at lower frequencies, and is translated to R F  by mixing or freqcency 
multiplication, o r  a combination of both. In mixing, ' rle freqvency jump (i. e, , 
the sepnration of the two frequencies) remains crqotant while in frequency 
multiplica 
Generally the aignai w i l l  be frequency multiplied until the desired deviation is 
reached and then mixed up to the desired frequency of transmission. The advan 
tage of having the two fixed oscillators or  the VCO at a frequency lower than the 
desired frequency of transrilission is due to the relative ease of the realization 
of 81 Able. llnear, spectrally pure signals at the lower frequency. 
the jump is multiplied ?)y the sm-c  +..&or as *he frequency. 
9-11 
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a) VCO Method 
Bina 
nal 
4 
b) T ~ o  - Oscillator hethsd 
R -33i P t 
s -Pld 
Fig. 3.6 Generation of non-coherent binary FSK. 
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3.2-2 ----- Detection of Xmcoherent Binary FSK 
Either o€ the methods of getxiation discussed may be detactcd in tso 
arws (see Fig, 3- 7). One dstectloil method is the standard Ireguency discrimi- 
nator whose output in .itolS,s is pmpcwtiund to the hstartmeous frequency of its 
input, me diserbinator output voltag~ level i s  then ccmpared with some 
ttrreskold; say &e ievel corresponding to the midpcint between ttre  NO tonese 
FS K Binary 
Signof Output ' 
b) Motched Fitter Metltod 
Fig, 5.7 Non-cohered binary FSK detection. . 
: \  
3 .3  Coherently Detectable Binary p;SK 
Coherent detection means that tne k n o w l c d ~  of :he exact phase of the 
recei.sxd signal ia availlablt? (and is utilized) at all tirncs. The only time a prab- 
lcm exists in FSK is imrnec!ieicly atPer a transition )?&ween tones. Presumably 
do exist and t h e e  suck schemes will be discussed hem. These differ in the 
S U P ~ B  ~f p b s e  reference for* the LWFBR?~ bit, The source of phase reference 
maybe m e  ot" the ~ W O  tones if the Wo are either msuttisCy coherent or the beat 
betwaetn them ins c&uxvmily derived feom the bit rzi'ia clock, The source of 
@?me wfemnee may abo be derived for each Pone iutdbvhdmlly by means of very 
~ZPBIFOW pulsed phase-locked S O O ~ S  if the stability of the frequency stability of 
khe bnes i s  adequate oyer eg few bit intei*mls. 
5.9.3. -.- FSM bJ-Meana of C&ll~I.dciO~ 
If the 4x0 tones sre coherently rahted, then knawing the phase sf one 
urdquely determine8 the phase of the other, Such I signal may be generated 
(see Fig. 3.23) by 8tarting with 8 single f h e d  low frequeiicy oscillator and 
aehievhig the two desired tones by multiplying the frequency of this oscillator 
by two different integers, The two tones axbe then uniquely related in phase* 
m d  tare ready for gating by the modulating signal. In detection, once lock-on 
i x j  achieved, the current signal frequency is rnu'hkiplled by the proper preset 
mtimal nunsber to anticipate the phase of '&e signal after a transit'on. 
3 , 5 . 2  $loherent Binary FSIC with Tone Frequencies Different. 
h a  Rational Multiple of the Bit Rate 
In thi8 lsystem we first obtain a tone at the bit sate. This is usual11 
readily available from the clock that provide8 the bit stream. Thfe is then used 
IS generate a DSB signal with the aid of a carrier In a conventional AM modula- 
tor or in a balanced modulator (see Fig. 3.0). The two single-tone eidebands are 
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Fig. 3,  9 Genefation and detection of coherent binary FSK for 
two frequencies that differ by a rational multiple 
(here, twice) of the bit rate. 
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then se-parated by filtering and gated by the modu!atior-i. These two tones are 
mow uniquely related by the bit rate. I:i detection the bit rate ie first recovered 
in any of a number of ways. Once this is accomplished afid o m  tone is being 
tracked, *he phase ob the other is uniquely determined. 
3. It, 3 Coherently Detectable Binary FSK Using Very Stable Tones 
Cohercntlj detectable PSK may be generate4 +om two very etable 
oscillators gated hy the modulating eigml (see Fig. 3.10). Even i f  the oedlla- 
tors are presdmed to be independent, the result €a a (nancoherent) FSK a i p a l  
that, nevertheless, is coherently detectable, fr! detection, two pulsed-input 
long memory phase-locked l o o p  are uhied -- one ta track each tone. The 
received signal I s  compared with each PLE output in  8 phase detector, One 
phaee tielector output will be a elnewswe at the difference frequency between 
the two tones, wbik the bt'tfer will be a dc ley& The detector with the dc aut- 
put iet chosen. In this way, phase information la obtained from the mast recent 
previous bit of the same tone. The phase reference fop a particular tone de- 
teriorafea rapidly with increasing intervale between "on" conditione &or * - the tone 
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6 , 4  Performance of FSK in the Presence oE Additive 
White Gaussie-Xoise 
For 0 binary non-co'tleretif FSK eignal demodulated as dcgcribed in 
Fig. 3.7, the average probability of error, P, is given by 
-- 
N = noiee power density pelr 112, 
6 
~r = AfT = ratio of frequency offset from the proper vdtle, to the 
data rate, 
n * (fl f,f T = ratio of frequency deviation to data rate, 
T = bit period, 
- f  
A€ f: offset freqttency, and 
fl - f2  = deviation. 
2 
For n = m, the expression reduces t o  
E sin r a  
0 
--- 2N ( ?fa ) 1 P " - e  
8 .  a 
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The average probability P *,f error v13. E / N  for varirJl;s values of the 
9 0 
normalized frequency off'e:et, 01, is pktted in Fig. 3,11 , for n = la in Fig. 3'12 
for n = 2, and in Fig, 3,13 frv n = a, Note that the plots for n = 2 and n = 
a maximum difference of 2dR with uifferences of less than 1 dB fcr a 
Ffgure 3,14 ~llnows the incrzaae of required ratio of signal energy per bit; to  the 
noim pmver density (E/No) with increase in frequency o€fset for a fixed average 
probability of error, 
xlovea'l 
0.3, 
I the deviation 48 just large enough to ensure orthogonality, but does 
not exceed this value, the frequency discriminator performance closely ap- 
praachehs that a€ the matched filter, In many cases the €requency discriminator 
detector will result in 8. leas expensive t3y@ternd 80 i f  this criterion on the devia- 
aon can be met, the discriminator may be the more desirable altorna€ive. h 
all other cased, however, the matched filter detection system is optimum 
against additive white gaussian noiae, 
The average probability of ermr fa.- PgX with coherent matchei filter 
detection in the presence 02 additive white gauisdan noiaa is given by 
where erf( ) is the e r ro r  function 
(z 
Plota of the probability of e r ro r  curves for FSK with coherent and noncoherent 
matched filter detection and under conddtions o€ zero frequency o€fset (i. e. , 
a = 8 )  are given in Fig, 3,15, 
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-12 -8 "4 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 
E . (  Enefgy per Pglsej R-3855 - - s  sq 
lu, ( Noise Fbv/er Density) 
Fig, 3,11 Average probability of error for binsry noncoherent FSK 
with each freyuenc3- offset by Af from its correct valw 
and for n = I, 
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c 
R -3410 N O  
Fig. 3.15 Average probability of error vs. E/N, for 
coherent m d  noncoherent detection of bfnawy 
FSIC with 0 frequency offset. 
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4. M-ARY SYSTEMS 
In M-ary systems the coding alphabet contains M possible symbols. 
Binary coding is the special case in which M = 2, Each symbol (or waveform) in  
an M-ary code may convey more than one bit of information and the rzceiver 
must decide which one among h e  M alternative waveforms was transmitted. 
4.1 M-arg PSK_ 
4.1.1 Generation of M-ary PSI< 
A s  in binary PSI<, M-ary PSK may be generated eitiner by applying an 
M-ary signal to an analog device or directly by a digital device. The first 
method is depicted in Fig. 4.l(a). A car r ie r  from an oscillator ia fed to a phase 
modulator where it is phase modulated by an M-level signal. The outpui is 
M-ary EX. Alternatively, the oscillator may be phase-shifted by PIA fixed 
* 
I 
mounts and gated in each phase position as shown in Fig. 4.l(b). If equal phase 
spacings are desired betweer. each possible output and there a r e  M possibilities, 
this s,pacing should be 2a/W rad= The phase between the unshifted car r ie r  and 
the k possible output is then 2ksp/M, Since a shift of 2r equaie a shift  of zero, 
we Pet k vary from 0 to &!I-1 rather than €rani 1 to M, Each phase shifter output 
fs then gated by om of the $4 pssibi'iities, and the !mr.r,*ned gate outputs form 
the MI-ary PSI< signal. 
4.1.2 
th 
Coherent Detection of M-arg PSK 
Coherent detection may also be accomplfslicd by either analog or dig&- 
niezms, The analog detector is shown in Fig. 4.2(;3) The car r ie r  is recovered 
and compared with the received signal in a linear phas 2 detector. This is a 
device whose output is 8 voltage that is linearly proport5onal (over a range of 
2% rad. ) to the difference in phase of its two inputs,. Tk;e linear phase detector 
output is the detected M-ary signal. In the straight digital me&od, the carr ier  
is recoversd and feci to M phase shifters in parallel as shown in Fig. 4,2b). 
.Each phase shifter output is the locally generated replica of one of the T;I antici- 
pated recef-red signals. Each is then cross-correlatc, d with the actual received 
I 
4-1 
A -3752 
” 
M M-ory 
levels PSK Out 
2k7r Shift = -M 
M-or< 
PSK 
out 
(b) 
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Fig. 4.1 Generation of IM-ary PSI< signals. 
M-oty . 
Signal 
Out 
I k a  Shift= 7
Out 
I 
. I  
I 
I 
M-my 
Signo i 
Fig. 4.2 Coherent detectian of M-ary PSI< signals. 
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rjignal in  a phase detector. A "greatest of'' circuit selects thc largest phase 
detector output and announces that as the received signal, 
As discussed in section 2, in any PSI< demodulation a reference in the 
form of the carr ier  must first be recovered. In FA-ary PSI<, the carrier refer- 
ence is asually trans? itted and recovered by means of a pilot tom. Alterna- 
tively, the sigxal may be milltiplied in frequency by M to remove the modulation 
This is the M-ary version corresponding to the binary square -and-frequency- 
divide method of Fig. 2.5(a). In the absence of noise, the received signal may 
be represented in the time domain by 
Frequency multiplication by M yields cos (Ma t j. 2kn), which upon trigonometri 
expansion becomes cos R4w t, with a phase independent of thc modulation. Fre-  
quency division by M then yields the desired carr ier  refcence.  
4.1.3 
C 
C 
Differentially Coherent Detection of M-ary PSK 
As stated in Section 2, differentially coherent PSK (DCPSK) differs 
from coherent PSI< (CPSIC) in the modulation process only in  the encoding. 
DCPSK is encoded so  that the phase shift between consecutive bits, rather than 
the actual phase (modulo 2n3 of any given bit, carries the data. This is done 
by premodulation encoding of the digital data. M-ary DCPSK may be detected 
by the method of Fig. 4.3. The previous bit, delayed one bit width, forms the 
reference for the detection of the current bit in a linear phase detector. 
Linear M-arYo , Level 
Digital Signa t 
'Detector  output 
Fig. 4.3 Differentially coherent detection 
of M-ary PSK signals, 
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M -ary FSK 4 . 2  II 
Two typys of M-ary FSK can be dktinguished: coherent and noncoher- 
ent. In coherent M-ary FSKj t5e M possible tones employed a re  either 
all mutually coherent (i. e., the frequency and 
initial phase of each tone are related to those 
of any other tone by a rational multiple -- a 
ratio of bvo integers); or, 
the differences among the fTeqrencies and 
initial phases of the various tones a re  re-  
lated by rational multiples. 
In noncoherent M-ary FSK, the frequencies and phases of the PCrI passible tones 
arc not constrained to he rationally related, nor are their differences, 
4.2.1 Generation of M-ary FSK 
Noncoherent M-ary FSK may be generated by applying a digital input 
to an analog modulator, o r  by direct digital means. The first methcd is de- 
picted in Fig. 4.4(a). The digital M-ary signal consisiing of M discrete voltage 
levels an a single line is applied ta a VCQ. Alternatively, M fixed-frequency 
oscillators may be gated, each by one of the M signal levels as in Fig. 4.4(b). 
Here the required input form is a voltage on one of M lines. The combined gate 
outputs form the M-ary FSK signal. 
For ccherent M-ary FSK, the various tones may be synthesized by 
extensim of the methods described in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 for binary FSK. 
4.2.2 Detection of M-arg PSI< 
FSI< may be detected noncoherent1.y by the analog detection gcheme 
shown in  Fig. 4. 5(a] which uses a frequency discriminator and a level compar- 
ator. In the evefit that due to noise o r  other disturbances the discriminatar 
output 'does not fall precisely on one of the allowable levels, the comparator 
chooses and displays the level closest to the detected voltage. 
In the absence of F .fficient phase information for the detection process, 
optimum digital detection is accomplished by means of a se t  of M matched fil- 
ters, one at eacn of the tone frequencies, as shown in Fig. 4.5(b), each filter 
being followed by an envelope detector. The outputs of the various envelope 
4-5 
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M l i  
Fixed 
Fre QU~IICY 
Fig. 4.4 Generation of M-ary FSK signals. 
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I 
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Fig. 4.5 Noncoherent detection of M-ary FSK signals. 
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detectors are then compared and the tone correspnding to the largest autpui 
annomcecl as the. one present. 
Coherent detection techniques for coherently detectable M-ary FSK 
~ may be realized by extensions of the rne tkds  illustrated in  Figs. 3.8, 3.9 ar 
I 3.10. I 
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Performance of M-ary Signals in the Presence of 
Additive White Gaussian Noise 
Preliminary Considerations i n  Evaluation of M -my Systems 
Among the significant parameters i n  the calcdation of average 
t. 
4. L 
4.3.1 
pwbability of e r ror  a re  the cross-corre1atio:i coeffirien',s between pair,c o 
symbol waveforms. In coherent d;:tection, the recefvel signal e. (t) (inclu 
noise) is multiplied by a jocally generated replica of each p s s i b l e  form of 
transmitted signal. Each ?duct is then integrated over one symbcl inter  
in 
yielding 
The local s (t) that yields the iargest value in the integrated set  is then jud k 
as the one present in e. (t). The normalized r'orms of the above cross- 
correlation integrals a re  the cross-correlation coefficients of the various 
syml~c; waveforms. For  binary phase-reversal keying, the cross-ccrrela 
In 
coeffici.:nt is p =  -1. For binary FSK with proper frequency spacing, o n 4  
carrier keying, and quadrature PSK, p =  0. For an M-ary signal, the hi& 
degree of negative correlation among the various mt-libers of thc set resul 
~ 
~ 
a correlation coefficient of -l/(M-1). 
In the evaluation of M-ary transmission perforinancLf, clistinctio 
must be made between the transmitted symbols (the channel waveforms), v 
may he binary ~ f :  !VI-ary, and the output characters that 2.m delivered to t h  
user. Each character may convey one o r  more bits of information, We t h  
fore adcpt the notation F;M, m) to denote the probability of incorrect recep 
of a chariicter conveying m bits G f  information using an M-ary alphabet on 
channel. Fmr situaticns may be distinguished as illustrated in Fig. 4.6 w 
the followin: interpretations: 
P(2,l) = Average probability of bit error for a binary symbol. 
syrnbols a re  convertLd to binary sequences of length 
P(M, 1 )  = Resultant bit error average prokability when M-ary 
-- A D V A N C E D  COMMUNICATIONS a RESEARCH A N D  DEVELOPMENT 
k =  1,2.,. . ',I% 
k = log M. - 2 
4 -9 
I 
I 
f- 
P(2, k) = Average probability of error for a character 
consisting of a sequence of k binary symbols. 
P{M, k) = Average PL'obability of error when an M-ary 
symbol is decoded directly as a character . 
conveying k =  log Iv'I hits of information. 2 
When successive binary errors are independent, 
k 
P(2, k) = 1 - [ 1 - P(2, I)] kP(2 ,I )  
If M-ary sipals are converted to blocks containing k = log M binary 
d t g i k s ,  the resultant bit error average probability P(M, 1) is obtained. as foiiows 
X - x x  decision errors occur with aversge protizbiiity PfM, k) aad for orthogotid 
or cq1ui-correhted signals aE M-f ZneorrezS M-ary decisions are equally likely 
Far each 5it psition in the correspxxling binarF cha-acter there are M / 2  
characzers OGP of M-l with the wrong bins.ry digit, Therefore the resultant 
werage prob&fity of bit error is 
2 
3n the case 3f mutudig uncorrelated (or orthogonal) M-aqy signals, 
the number of bits per Rz decreases with M as 
This e::pression for R/W indicates the bandwidth espsnsion required for 
orthogonal M-ary transmission at a given data rate or, conversely, the data 
rate sacrifice for M-ary transmission i n  a given Sandw Idth. Numerical illus- 
trations are given in  Table 4.1. Non-orthogonal M-ary signals would display a 
different ratio of data rate to bandwidth. 
Table 4.1 
RATIO CF DATA RATE BAIVDTP’fDTH 
FOR ORTHOGONAL M-AISY SIGNAM 
4.3.2 Average Probabilities of E r ro r  for Orthogonal and for PSK 
M-ary Signals 
For  noncoherent receptim of orthogond PA-ary symbol wavefcrmsg 
Ellelaverage probability of bit e r ro r  is 
The correspondicg aveyage probability, P(M , k), of character error is ob 
taimd through the expression given in Section 4.3.2 for P(hl, 1). Note that M-ar: 
tratismission (k 2 2) is beneficial only when S/2RN > Bn2, and t k n  the e r r o r  
probability d-creases exponentially with k. Figure 4.7 show-is plots of P(M, 1) 
and Fig. 4.8 compares P(M, k) with P(2, k). The comparison between M-ary 
and binary transmission without fading gives slightly different results accordin4 
tu  whether bit or character e r ro r  probability is the criterion. 
0 
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2 
R -#a3 
6 8 ?O 12 
StWN, = {Energy per b,P)IN, in d8 --3p 
.pig. 4.7 Average probability of bit error resulting from incoherent 
reception of uncorrelated M-ary symbols. 
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2 5 8 10 12 14 
R-43362 S/RN, = (Energy per &t)/N,,in-dB -* 
Fig. 4.8 Character error probability P(N, log2 M) with incoherent 
reception of uncorrelated IVI-ary symbols compared to 
character error  probability with binary symbols 
P(2, log2M). 
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IC view of the batidwidth expansion required for orthogonnl M-ary 
transmission, the power gains cited above may be regarded as a power- 
bandwidth tradeoff. However, the tradeoff is quite favorable, as  indicated by 
Table 4.1, where the bandwidth is shown doubled €or M = 16. 
In Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, plots are  given of the average probability of 
character e r ror  for coherent and for differentially caherent detection of M -ary 
PSK where the signal phase can be any of 2 n / M  different values. 
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Fig. 4.9 Average probability of character error 
in coherent detection of M-ary PSK. 
R-3928. 
( Energy per Pdse) 
in d B - a  E= 
No (Noise h w e r  Density) 
Fig. 4.10 Average probability of character e r ro r  in  differentially 
coherent detection of M-ary PSI<. 
I 
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4.4 Pulse Frequency Modulation (PFM) 
1.4. i _e_ Basic Characteristics of P F M  
PFM is a form of M-ary FSK where M is very large and the successivf 
pulses of tones are  spaced by "off" intervals. ,:or example, M may be of the 
order of 100 and, as illustrated in Fig. 4.11(a), the "off" time between succes- 
sive pulses may be equal to the "on" time. That is, the tone corresponding to 
the first data level is "on" for (say) T sec, 
T sec.. of the tone corresponding to the 
next data level, succeeded by a T see "off" interval. The spread of the code 
frequencies is defined as the frequency difference between the highest and Lowesi 
tones. The discrete code €requencies, in turn, modulzte a carr ier  at the oper- 
followed by an "off" interval of 
This, in turn, is followed by T sec 
ating radio frequency, 
(a) PFM Waveform 
U-365'7 
f l f2 
Frequency (kHz1 
(b) Spectral Density Fmctions 
Fig. 4.11 Typical PFM waveform and spectral density functions. 
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The power spectral density for a single PFM rectangular pulse at a 
freyucticy f Hz is given by the solid curve of Fig. 4.1l(b). The zeros of th i s  
spectral dersity occur zit f -f n/T, n = 1,2, . . . . Choice of these frequencies 
€or the other pulsed tones results i n  a set of pulse-frequency waveforms that 
are orthogonal over a time interval of duration T. 
1 
1 
4.4.2 - Generation of P F M  Sigmls 
A biock diagram of a PFM generator is given in  Fig. 4.12. In general, 
the data may be part digital, and part in  analog form. Therefore both a digital 
and an analog oscillator a r e  necessary for modulation. The "modulator" block 
in the diagram modulates the PFM frequencies onto a higher frequency carrier 
for transmission. 
- 
-I_ 
Digital inputs 
5 
' Z  c 
3 
~ . E  
E 
I U  
0 
RF Power 
Gate Generator 
R 9 d S 9  
Fig. 4.12 Block diagram of telemetry PFM generator. 
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The digital oscillator produces discrete output frequencies (one at a 
time) according to i ts  binary digita.1 input. Most oscillators used in PFM appli- 
cation accept 3- o r  4-bit binary inputs, producing 8 o r  1 6  respectively different 
discrete frequency outputs, although 6-bit input, 64- frequency output oscillators 
have been built. 
large number of bits, of the order of 15 or 1.6. 
the large number all at once, the binary data bits can be split up into subgroups 
consisting of the number (e. g., 3 or 4) . -  at can be handled by the oscillator. 
The binary data for transrniss;on may, in gcncral, have a 
If the oscillator cannot handle 
A simplified schematic of a 3-bit digital oscillator is given in Fig. 4 . 1 3  
It contains 4 transformers, each with 5 windings all OK the same core. A baP- 
anced oscillator is used to minimize the harmonic content of the output and thus 
obviate the need for extra filtering (which would be prohibitive con3dering 
the large number of outpiit frequencies). Any combination of th7e.e of the cores 
Core A Core 6 Cor? C . 
Output L 
I 
\ 
V Matrix d 
R-3660 3- bit digitol input gate 
Fig. 4.13 Simplified circuit diagram for PFM digital oscillator. 
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A, Q, and Cy and may be shortzd by the  binary digital input via transistors Q 
the 5th coil of transfw.-mers A, E, and C. TkAs changes the inductance of the 
oscillator loop i n  discrete steps, thereby changing the output frcqucncy in quan- 
tized amounts. The 5 coil of transformer core D is used to couple the outptrt, 
and is never shorted. The lawest fi'.?q'ilency of oscillation is determined by the 
inductance of the 4 cores in series, while the highest frequency is obtained by 
c 
th 
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the Zndtictance of core D alone. 
inductance, dnd hence the turns ratio of .he control coils (however many there 
are] should bear the ratio 2 , 2 , 2 
former cores with square hysteresis loops a re  used to produce an instantaneous 
change of inductacce. This ensu. e s  that only discrete frequencies occur at the 
A s  the :nput cf the oscillator. is binary, the 
0 1 2  etc. or  1, 2, 4, etc. Magnetic trans- 
output. 
rect  gating between the analog and digital oscillators. 
The matrix gate controls the desired duty cycle and provider the cor- 
The malog oscillator takes its analog voltage input and comerts it to 
It may sirnply ::. a a frequency proportional to the amplitude of the voltage. 
stmdard voltage controlled oscillator (VCO j. A simplified schematic of oti. 
possibility of a VCO is given in Fig. 4.14. 
Cwe A . Core 8 . .  
-4- 
Motrix 
gate 
R-3661 
a Q2 
V " t  
-4 
Fig. I. 1 4  Simp1,iBed circuit diagram for  PFM analog 'oscill.ator. 
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4.4.3 Detection of PFM Signals 
Detection of PFM signals is accomplished by means of 2 set of filters 
(pssibly matched,  crystal filters), one for each possible transmitted tone. 
The duty cycle is selected to a l low for the settling time of these filters. A deci- 
sion circuit delivers the tone coL-responding to the filter *:.-ith the largest cmtpuL 
For datz encoded as digital information, the mininxun nurnbes of fil- 
ters require3 in the detection system is th same as the nmlser of &owable 
frequency levels, However, in antidpztion of possible drifts due to va.r5oas 
causes, more than one lfilter may be assigned to ea& discrete frequency, one 
centeved at the design frequency and others covering a smaE rage on each 
side o€ the proper frequency, as illustrated in Fig. 4-15. The “greatest. of” 
detector selects the filter with the greatest signal md txmsmits %e the output 
a digital number indicative onlr of the group 02 filters h which %e s.@d fell, 
- -  
sandwrs - “6raarcot of“ 
Fig, 4. I5 Contiguous-filter bank for detection of PFM 
geriLrated by a digital oscillator. 
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. .  
Cont igu~us Envelope 
Crystol  Detector 
Filter Bonk Ronk 
bnolog 
Dutput 
Fig. 4- 16 Demo&&ator for PFM-encoded analog data, 
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-7.- 
\ I 
13 
Fig. 4.17 Plots of average prcSability of symbol 
error for noncoherent P F M  detection. 
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